An International Story Machine Established In Scotland

Creative Business
Workshop & Masterclass
Delivery & Design
Especially crafted for Arts and Business

Poorboy create stories.
For stages, pages, films, people and places.
We believe in the power of stories and the effectiveness of collaboration.
We are creative communicators and have toured plays and other narrative experiences across the world.
We run international collaboration events in partnership with organisations like the Edinburgh Festival Fringe, the Cultural Enterprise Office, Scottish Government and
the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland.
Since Poorboy began in 2002 we have worked with people from many sectors - healthcare, design, industry, finance, education, service design and social justice. We
have crafted a suite of workshops that address universal topics for individuals and businesses that creatively help people achieve their goals.
Artists around the globe have benefitted from our Freaking Out and F*cking Up workshop in resilience and failure as well as our participation driven masterclass in
networking. Students have learned to devise their own stories using digital and analogue devices while working with collaborators from different artistic disciplines in
our Playroom days. Whatever your need, we can creatively design experiences that help your team achieve their goals.

Workshops & Masterclasses
Freaking Out and F*cking Up
a.k.a. The Art of Failing
2-3 Hours
A masterclass in sustainability, resilience and making failure your friend.
Previous recipients include: Edinburgh International Festival Fringe, Cultural Enterprise Office
Failure it outside of our control. What we can control is making the same mistakes twice. So own your failures. Fail fast and fail often.
Our most popular workshop has been attended by hundreds of participants across business and arts sectors. Anyone who has ever had to make a plan can benefit from
this workshop.

The Art of Networking

Additional Performance Workshops

2-4 Hours
Nobody wants to. Everyone has to. Finding ways to make networking work for you.
Originally designed for the Edinburgh International Festival Fringe

Blast Shakespeare
An irreverent approach to text
Massage Breathing and Voice
Connecting breath and voice to performance

Presentation Skills
2-4 Hours
When you have the chance to pitch your work, don’t leave the result to chance.
Originally designed for entrepreneurs and independent artists

Playrooms
Opportunities for artists to playfully create
without remit in cross discipline rooms
Devising A Story
Rules for excellent collaboration and playful
structure

In Your Shoes
Make empathy your greatest strength
Originally designed for the Scottish Government Service Design Jam.

Workshop and Masterclass titles and descriptions copyright Poorboy Ltd.

Poorboy Artistic Director Sandy Thomson is a playwright, director, producer and a business mentor
and advisor with the Cultural Enterprise Office Scotland. She writes and directs stories for the stage
and page and runs workshops, creative sessions and interactive lectures across Scotland.
sandy@poorboy.co.uk
@Poorboy_stories

Poorboy Associate Director Jeremiah Reynolds is a theatre maker, story editor, performer and
international project producer. He works between Scotland and the USA and creates stories for stages
and film. He specialises in helping artists, individuals and organisations communicate effectively.
jeremiah@poorboy.co.uk
@JeremiahReyn

Host an existing Poorboy workshop for your students or colleagues or let us design one specifically for you.
For more information contact Sandy or Jeremiah by email.

www.poorboy.co.uk

